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Legend Index

New products for Winter 2020.

Products with updates for Winter 2020.

Products that are either the lightest in the world or lightest in 
their class.

Products with superior points of innovation making them the 
absolute top of the line.

Popular products that typically strike a fine balance between 
performance and price.

Products designed specifically for women.

Products designed specifically for children.

Products designed for ski mountaineering competitions. 
Usually the lightest and fastest in the world.

Special markings for ice axes and crampons to show when 
points are dull beyond their safe limit.

Products carrying the CAMP brand. Exceptions are made 
for several categories and products that carry the CASSIN 
brand in homage to the memory of Riccardo Cassin and his 
company, which C.A.M.P. purchased in 1997. The CAMP brand 
embodies an eclectic and unique blend of history, innovation, 
lightweight, quality, and sleek Italian design. 

Products carrying the CASSIN brand. The roots of this 
technical equipment date back to 1935 when Riccardo Cassin 
made the first ascent of the north face of the Cima Ovest di 
Lavaredo (now rated 5.11d). He established his innovative 
climbing company down valley from C.A.M.P. in 1952. C.A.M.P. 
purchased the CASSIN brand in 1997 and honors Riccardo’s 
memory by stamping his name on some of the most technical 
products in the line including Technical Ice Axes & Crampons, 
Big Wall/Aid Climbing, and Bouldering. Other select products 
with an established history under the CASSIN brand also carry 
his name.

Ice Axes 4-11

Crampons 12-19

Ice Screws 20-23

Essential Line 24-38

Winter Gloves 40-51

Promotionals 52

Roger Cararach Soler during the first ascent of the Southern Pylon of the Eastern Peak 
of Tengi Ragi Tau (6660 m), Nepal © Marc Toralles and Alberto Fernández Santiago
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If climbing is an art, so too is the conception and creation of the tools we use to climb. 
R&D is the true heart and soul of CAMP where engineers and climbers combine their 
work with their passions to create the lightest and most technical tools for climbers. Like 
the brush is to the painter, the ice axe and crampons are to the alpinist and mountaineer. 
They are the tools that touch the mountain and with the climber paint the line of the 
ascent. 

For the Winter 2020-21 season, we are proud to present an entirely re-engineered 
line of lightweight ice axes with the new Corsa range, the lightest steel crampons for ski 
mountaineering with the Skimo Pure Nanotech, the new lightweight steel 10-point Ascent 
crampons, the Rocket ice screws that feature the engineering prowess of our best-selling 
CASSIN technical ice products, and two new models of winter gloves with innovative 3D 
weaving technology with the K-Warm and K-Air.

Light and fast alpinism is alive and well at CAMP and we hope the new products 
encourage an ever deeper sense of curiosity and yearning to explore our limits that only 
the mountains can provide. In the words of the late Reinhard Karl, “It doesn’t matter 
which mountain you climb – up there, you will always look further afield.” 

Eddy Codega
President

Winter Addendum 2020



4 ICE AXES

Technical Ice

Mountaineering

Corsa Alpine
2975

Corsa Race
2973

Corsa
2972

Corsa Nanotech
2974

Neve
2290

Alpina
2291

X-Light - Hammer
2518

X-All Mountain - Hammer
2990

X-Light - Adze
2519

X-All Mountain - Adze
2991

X-Dream
2864

X-Dream Alpine
2865
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Corsa Race 
2973

185 g
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Non-welded head design for the best 
precision, weight and strength

Slot for seamless integration 
with Corsa leash

Machined holes in the grip reduce 
weight and improve handling

The lightest 
certified ice axe 
in the world

Reductions in shaft material and removal 
of the shaft plug cut weight to the absolute 
minimum

New head shape designed to improve 
handling

Technical features on Corsa Race
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X-Dream
2864

ICE CLIMBING, MIXED CLIMBING

• Hyperlight, perfectly balanced, fully featured tool for technical dry, mixed and ice climbing
• New multi-part head design with four pick options -- the Mixte and Ice picks can be 

combined with hammer or adze for amazing versatility
• Comes standard with the Mixte pick; Ice, Race and Total Dry picks can be purchased 

separately
• Ergonomic handle with patented adjustment system to change between Dry and Ice 

angles
• The handle is constructed from extreme cold resistant polymer laid over the hot-forged 

aluminum alloy spine 
• Micro-adjustable trigger finger ledges and X-Rest insert adjust the overall height and size 

of the handle
• X-Trigger pommel attaches to the shaft for a third position
• X-Grip 2 included

The X-Dream combines two tools in one – a fully optimized tool for technical ice and an 
aggressive dry tooling machine. This amazing ice axe not only features four different T 
rated picks for various terrain, but it also incorporates a patented adjustment system in 
the handle to fine tune the swing and pull even further. Use the allen bolt above the grip 
to switch between Dry and Ice positions  In the Dry position, the handle kicks upward for 
a more down and out pull. The Ice position drops the handle for a more natural swing on 
ice. Climbers can further refine the X-Dream with micro-adjustable trigger finger ledges 
(choose from two inserts – the X-Finger Small or the X-Finger Large – that can be flipped 
over to adjust the position) and the X-Rest insert which adjusts the overall height of the 
handle. All four picks feature the refined beak and tooth configuration CASSIN tools are 
known for. They are designed to provide solid sticks with minimal effort making them the 
perfect choice for brittle ice and technical mixed terrain. The X-Dream comes standard 
with the Mixte pick. The Ice pick brings the tip 6 mm closer to the handle, but maintains 
the same angle as the Mixte pick. The Mixte and Ice picks can be used alone or with the 
hammer or adze. The Race pick features a sharp beak for grappling with rock. The Total 
Dry pick is designed for maximum performance on overhanging dry tooling routes and in 
competitions.

Ref. Product name
Weight Modular 

head
Pick 

material
Shaft 

material
Spike 

material
g oz EN 13089

2864 X-DREAM 595 21.0 • Chromoly Steel 2.5 mm 7075 Alu Type 2
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X-Dream Alpine
2865

ICE CLIMBING, ALPINISM

• Hyperlight, perfectly balanced, fully featured tool for alpine climbing and long technical 
ice routes

• New multi-part head design with four pick options -- the Mixte and Ice picks can be 
combined with hammer or adze for amazing versatility

• Comes standard with the Ice pick and hammer 
• Ergonomic handle with integrated spike and patented adjustment system to change 

between Dry and Ice angles
• The handle is constructed from extreme cold resistant polymer laid over the hot-forged 

aluminum alloy spine
• Micro-adjustable trigger finger ledges and X-Rest insert for adjusting the height and size 

of the handle
• X-Grip 2 included

The X-Dream Alpine is the alpine climbing version of the award-winning X-Dream ice tool. 
It features the same innovative design and geometry that have made the X-Dream so 
popular, with the addition of the alpine handle that incorporates a spike designed for use 
in the cane position and a hammer to provide extra head weight and for pounding pitons 
and clearing ice. A variety of inserts allow the main grip to be modified both in volume and 
shape to help climbers craft the perfect grip. The result is a fully optimized tool for technical 
ice, mixed climbing, and adventurous alpine terrain. The most innovative feature on the 
X-Dream Alpine remains with the angle-adjustable handle that allows climbers to switch 
between Dry and Ice positions. Use the Allen bolt above the grip to switch between the 
two positions. In the Dry position, the handle kicks upward for a more down and out pull. 
The Ice position drops the handle for a more natural swing on ice. All four picks feature the 
refined beak and tooth configuration that CASSIN tools are known for. They are designed 
to provide solid sticks with minimal effort making them the perfect choice for brittle ice 
and technical mixed terrain. The new multi-part head design allows the same pick to be 
used alone or with the hammer or adze. The X-Dream Alpine comes standard with the 
Ice pick and hammer. The Mixte pick shifts the tip 6 mm higher, but maintains the same 
angle as the Ice pick. The Ice and Mixte picks can be used alone or with the hammer 
or adze. The Race pick features a sharp beak for grappling with rock. The optional Total 
Dry pick is designed for maximum performance on overhanging dry tooling routes and in 
competitions.

Ref. Product name
Weight Modular 

head
Pick 

material
Shaft 

material
Spike 

material
g oz EN 13089

2865 X-DREAM ALPINE 615 21.7 • Chromoly Steel 2.5 mm 7075 Alu 6 mm 7075 Alu Type 2
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X-All Mountain
2990 Hammer
2991 Adze

ICE CLIMBING, ALPINISM

• Lightweight, technical ice tool designed for big mountain terrain
• New multi-part head design with two pick options that can be combined with hammer or 

adze
• 3 part handle can be optimized for different conditions and hand size
• Steel spike  has a hole large enough to clip a carabiner for use with lanyards

The X-All Mountain is a technical ice tool designed to handle everything the big mountains 
throw at it. The balance and geometry are optimized to climb vertical ice with unparalleled 
proficiency and the rest of the features allow the tool to adapt to the varied terrain typical 
of advanced alpinism. The multi-part head can be configured with a hammer or adze. The 
three-part handle can be configured to fit hand size and the terrain being climbed. The 
steel spike is big enough to function as a cane and has a hole that is large enough to clip a 
carabiner for use with lanyards.

Ref. Product name
Weight Modular 

head
Pick 

material
Shaft 

material
Spike 

material
g oz EN 13089

2990 X-ALL MOUNTAIN - Hammer 571 20.2 • Chromoly Steel 2.5 mm 7075 Alu Chromoly steel Type 2

2991 X-ALL MOUNTAIN - Adze 575 20.3 • Chromoly Steel 2.5 mm 7075 Alu Chromoly steel Type 2
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Corsa Alpine

Corsa Race

2975

2973

MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING

COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING

• A lightweight axe with a steel head for technical terrain
• Designed for glacier travel, alpinism and ski mountaineering
• Pick is tapered to 3 mm for better penetration on hard snow and ice
• Nylon spike plug keeps snow out of the shaft
• Small head slot for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately)
• Machined grip for good handling

The Corsa Alpine joins the hyperlight Corsa aluminum shaft with an all-steel head for a high 
level of performance on technical terrain. The 45 cm length is particularly well suited for ski 
mountaineering and alpine adventures that require the performance of steel along with the 
benefits of lightweight. The single-curve shaft provides extra clearance without interfering 
with walking or plunging performance. A lightweight nylon spike plug keeps ice out of 
the shaft. The grip is machined for good handling and a small slot in the head allows for 
seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately).

• The lightest certified ice axe in the world
• Designed specifically for competitive ski mountaineering racers
• 50 cm length meets the minimum standard for the ISMF
• Reductions in shaft material and removal of the shaft plug cut weight to the absolute

minimum
• Small head slot for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately)
• Machined holes in the grip reduce weight and improve handling

The Corsa Race is purpose built for competitive ski mountaineering racers who demand 
the lightest possible equipment. Weight reductions were achieved by reducing shaft 
material, machining holes in the grip which also improves handling, and removing the shaft 
plug. The result is a hyperlight ice axe that is still rated in accordance with the EN 13089 
Type 1 standard. A small slot in the head allows for seamless integration with the Corsa 
leash (sold separately). Not suitable for use on vertical ice or mixed terrain.

Ref. Product Name
Weight Pick 

material
Shaft 

material
Spike 

material
Leash

g oz EN 13089

2975

CORSA ALPINE 45 cm 240 8.5

Chromoly Steel 1.3 mm 7075 Alu Corsa Type 1CORSA ALPINE 55 cm 253 8.9

CORSA ALPINE 65 cm 264 9.3

2973 CORSA RACE 50 cm 185 6.5 7075 Aluminum 1.3 mm 7075 Alu Corsa Type 1
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Sandvik Nanoflex® is an innovative patented 
steel alloy that is 70% stronger and 20% harder 
than normal steel which allows for a significant 
reduction in the amount of metal used, thereby 
decreasing weight while maintaining strength.

Corsa

Corsa Nanotech

2972

2974

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, HIGH ALTITUDE

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, HIGH ALTITUDE

• Hyperlight ice axe for glacier travel and ski mountaineering
• Nylon spike plug keeps snow out of the shaft
• Small head slot for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately)
• Machined grip for good handling

The Corsa is a hyperlight ice axe designed for glacier travel and ski mountaineering. The 
aluminum alloy construction is lightweight, but still rated in accordance with EN 13089 
Type 1 for use as a snow anchor and self-arrest. A lightweight nylon spike plug keeps 
snow out of the shaft. The grip is machined for good handling and a small slot in the head 
allows for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately). Not suitable for use 
on vertical ice or mixed terrain.

• A technical version of the Corsa with a single-curve shaft and Sandvik Nanoflex steel 
reinforced tip and spike for a solid grip on hard snow and ice

• Designed for glacier travel and ski mountaineering
• Nylon spike plug keeps snow out of the shaft
• Small head slot for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately)
• Machined grip for good handling

The Corsa Nanotech is the most advanced mountaineering ice axe on the market. It 
merges the hyperlight properties of aluminum construction with a Sandvik Nanoflex steel 
reinforced tip and spike for a solid grip on hard snow and ice. The steel components 
dramatically increase the performance of these critical points without significantly 
increasing the weight of the axe. The single-curve shaft provides extra clearance without 
interfering with walking or plunging performance. A lightweight nylon spike plug keeps 
snow out of the shaft. The grip is machined for good handling and a small slot in the head 
allows for seamless integration with the Corsa leash (sold separately).
Not suitable for use on vertical ice or mixed terrain.

Ref. Product Name
Weight Pick 

material
Shaft 

material
Spike 

material
Leash

g oz EN 13089

2972

CORSA 50 cm 202 7.1

7075 Aluminum 1.3 mm 7075 Alu Corsa Type 1CORSA 60 cm 232 8.2

CORSA 70 cm 261 9.2

2974

CORSA NANOTECH 50 cm 225 7.9
7075 Aluminum / 

Nanoflex® 1.3 mm 7075 Alu Nanoflex® Corsa Type 1CORSA NANOTECH 60 cm 253 8.9

CORSA NANOTECH 70 cm 284 10.0
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Corsa Leash

A lightweight leash designed to fit any ice axe. Integrates seamlessly with the new Corsa 
range. The wrist loop is easy to open, quickly adjusts in size, and remains securely fixed in the 
desired position.

2976 25 g
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Stalker - Universal
292001

XLC Nanotech - Semi-Automatic
254402

XLC 490 - Universal
254201

Frost
0656

Stalker - Semi-Automatic
292002

XLC Nanotech - Automatic
254403

Skimo Total Race
2583

Skimo Pure Nanotech
2981

Skimo Race
2584

Skimo Tour
2585

Skimo Nanotech
2586

XLC 470 - Semi-Automatic
254202

Blade Runner
298001/298002

XLC 390 - Automatic
254203

Ice Master
0173

Ice Master Light
2590

Alpinist Pro - Auto / Semi-Auto
2449

Ascent - Auto / Semi-Auto
2978

Ascent - Universal
2979

Dry
2860

T-Dry
2861

Alpinist Tech
2680

Alpinist - Auto / Semi-Auto
2448

CRAMPONS

Technical Ice

Hiking

Mountaineering

Ski Mountaineering
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Skimo Pure Nanotech  
2981 

524 g

(no antibott)
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Technical features on Skimo Pure Nanotech

Micro-adjustable linking bar

Low profile aluminum buckles

The lightest steel 
crampons in the world

Aggressive steel front points

Proprietary T-Stop toe system

Semi-auto toe bails can be 
integrated for boots without 
toe welts

Dynamic anti-balling plates

Constructed 
from proprietary 
Sandvik Nanoflex® 
stainless steel

Two heel bail 
positions

Three heel bail height settings

Linking bar with large and small range 
settings 
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Ascent
Auto / Semi-Auto  
2978 

CRAMPONS

Technical features on Ascent

Three heel bail height settings

Linking bar with large and small 
range settings 

Flexible linking bar

Micro-adjustable linking bar

Low profile aluminum buckles

Soft TPU binding material 
molds perfectly to the 

boot for a secure fit

Aggressive front points

Two front bail positions

Two heel bail positions

Dynamic anti-balling plates
Binding parts are interchangeable between full Auto, 
Semi-Auto, and full Universal
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Blade Runner
298001 size 1
298002 size 2

ICE CLIMBING, MIXED CLIMBING

• The most technical ice crampon on the market
• Patented design integrates the benefits of vertical and horizontal frame crampons
• The heel slide is constructed from proprietary Sandvik Nanoflex® steel for the optimal 

blend of strength, flex and lightweight
• Interchangeable front points are easy to switch from dual to mono, centered or offset
• Optional snow points optimize the crampons for alpine terrain
• Asymmetric design follows the contours of modern boots to ensure a precise fit
• New automatic front bail enhances the fit on modern boots and semi-automatic toe bails 

allow for use on boots without rigid toe lugs
• New anti-balling plates are more dynamic to help prevent snow build up
• Micro-adjustable linking bar for fine tuning the length
• New heel bail with 3 height settings
• Available in two sizes for optimal boot fit
• Comes pre-equipped with mono-points and automatic toe bails
• Two extra front points (ref. 0145) and semi-auto toe bails (ref. 0150) are included in the box
• Adjustable fold-over carrying case with lashing straps included

The Blade Runner represents the absolute top of the line in technical ice crampons. 
A wealth of innovative features combine to create a crampon that conforms to the 
ergonomics of modern boots, increases rigidity and performance, and adapts to 
conditions with a variety of front points and toe bail configurations. 
The heel slide integrates the linking bar with the heel piece for better torsional rigidity. 
This allows the Blade Runner to offer the best of both worlds by combining the power 
and stability of vertical frame crampons with the precision and ease of adjustment of 
horizontal frame designs. The entire heel slide is constructed from proprietary Sandvik 
Nanoflex® steel: an amazingly strong and tough stainless steel that allows for a reduction 
in the thickness of the frame from 2.75 mm to 1.8 mm, thereby reducing weight while 
simultaneously increasing strength and providing the right amount of longitudinal flexibility 
for a precise fit on modern boots with more extreme rocker.
The front platform is constructed from traditional chromoly steel alloy to absorb impact 
energy and maintain solid rigidity under foot. The elimination of connection joints leaves 
little room for play and reduces much of the flex that can make crampons feel insecure 
on technical terrain. The sophisticated geometry of the front points interact with the 
secondary points on the main frame for easy penetration and superior hold even in the 
most fickle conditions. Switching the front points between dual and mono, centered or 
offset, is made easy with the hook and notch system. The optional snow points convert 
the Blade Runner into all mountain machines with their beveled design and precise 
shape and spacing that maximizes purchase in hard snow. Delivered standard with both 
automatic and semi-auto toe bails. New anti-balling plates are more dynamic to help 
prevent snow build-up underfoot.

Sandvik Nanoflex® is an innovative patented 
steel alloy that is 70% stronger and 20% harder 
than normal steel which allows for a significant 
reduction in the amount of metal used, thereby 
decreasing weight while maintaining strength.

Ref. Product name

Weight
Weight no
antibott

Size (*) Boot type

Points Frame material Antibott
g oz g European

Automatic Semi-Automatic
EN 893

298001 BLADE RUNNER Size 1 940 33.2 828 36-46 • • 13/14 Chromoly Steel / Nanoflex® Included •

298002 BLADE RUNNER Size 2 950 33.5 838 36-46 • • 13/14 Chromoly Steel / Nanoflex® Included •

(*) Sizing varies depending on different boots, brands and models
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Dry

T-Dry

2860

2861

MIXED CLIMBING, ICE CLIMBING

MIXED CLIMBING

• Bolt-on crampons based on the proven geometry of the Blade Runner
• Five-point front part attaches to the boot with 4 bolts and allows for ± 3 degrees of 

rotation
• Mono point can be set in two positions (centered and offset)
• Three-point heel part attaches to the boot with 2 bolts and allows for 10 mm of 

adjustment from front to back

The Dry is a bolt-on crampon designed for top level ice climbing and mixed climbing 
competitions. Based on the proven geometry of the Blade Runner, the mono point ensures 
single kick sticks and interacts with the secondary points for a high level of stability and 
control. The 5-point front part attaches to the boot with 4 bolts and allows for ± 3 degrees 
of rotation. The mono point can be set in two positions (centered and offset). The 3-point 
heel part attaches to the boot with 2 bolts and allows for 10 mm of adjustment from front 
to back. EN 893 certified with Kayland Ice Dragon, Kayland Dry Dragon and La Sportiva 
Mega Ice Evo boots.

• Bolt-on crampons stripped down for use exclusively on rock
• Three-point front part attaches to the boot with 4 bolts and allows for ± 3 degrees of 

rotation
• Mono point can be set in two positions (centered and offset)

The T-Dry is a bolt-on crampon designed exclusively for use on rock. The 3-point front part 
attaches to the boot with 4 bolts and allows for ± 3 degrees of rotation. The mono point 
can be set in two positions (centered and offset). Tested with Kayland Ice Dragon, Kayland 
Dry Dragon and La Sportiva Mega Ice Evo boots.

Ref. Product name

Weight

Points Frame material
g oz EN 893

2860 DRY 334 11.8 8 NiCrMo Steel •

2861 T-DRY 206 7.3 3 NiCrMo Steel
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Ascent - Auto / Semi-Auto

Ascent - Universal

2978

2979

MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM

MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM

• Lightweight steel crampons for mountaineering
• Asymmetric design and flexible linking bar follow the contours of modern boots to ensure 

a precise fit
• Binding parts are interchangeable between Auto/Semi-Auto and Universal
• Compact frame takes up less space in the pack
• Delivered standard with automatic and semi-auto toe bails (Universal Heel sold 

separately)
• Dynamic anti-balling plates included
• Micro-adjustable linking bar for fine-tuning the length
• Dyneema® linking straps (available separately) reduce weight and allow the crampons to 

fold onto themselves for tighter packability
• 2 front bail positions, 2 heel bail positions, 3 heel bail height settings
• Adjustable fold-over carrying case with lashing straps included

The Ascent is a lightweight steel crampon for mountaineering. It uses a minimalist design 
to reduce weight without compromising performance. The compact frame is particularly 
rigid and the points are positioned for aggressive traction and maximum stability. The 
Ascent Auto/Semi-Auto is delivered standard with both automatic and semi-auto toe bails. 
Binding parts are interchangeable between Auto/Semi-Auto/Universal (sold separately). 
The fit can be optimized with the micro-adjustable flexible linking bar, 2 front bail positions, 
2 heel bail positions and 3 heel bail height settings. Dynamic anti-balling plates prevent 
snow build-up underfoot.

• Lightweight steel crampons for mountaineering
• Asymmetric design and flexible linking bar follow the contours of modern boots to ensure 

a precise fit
• Universal bindings are compatible with nearly any kind of mountaineering or hiking boot 

or shoe
• Binding parts are interchangeable between Auto/Semi-Auto/Universal (sold separately)
• Compact frame takes up less space in the pack
• Dynamic anti-balling plates included
• Micro-adjustable linking bar for fine-tuning the length
• Dyneema® linking straps (available separately) reduce weight and allow the crampons to 

fold onto themselves for tighter packability
• 2 front bail positions
• Adjustable fold-over carrying case with lashing straps included

The Ascent is a lightweight steel crampon for mountaineering. It uses a minimalist design 
to reduce weight without compromising performance. The compact frame is particularly 
rigid and the points are positioned for aggressive traction and maximum stability. 
Universal bindings are compatible with nearly any kind of boot or shoe. Binding parts 
are interchangeable between Auto/Semi-Auto/Universal (sold separately). The fit can be 
optimized with the micro-adjustable flexible linking bar. Dynamic anti-balling plates prevent 
snow build-up underfoot.

(*) Sizing varies depending on different boots, brands and models

Ref. Product name

Weight
Weight no
antibott

Size (*) Boot type

Points Frame material Antibott
g oz g European

Automatic Semi-Automatic Universal
EN 893

2978 ASCENT - AUTO / SEMI-AUTO 728 25.7 660 34-48 • • • + Ref.2988 10 NiCrMo Steel Included •

2979 ASCENT - UNIVERSAL 776 27.4 708 34-48
• + Ref.2452
+ Ref.2588

• + Ref.2588 • 10 NiCrMo Steel Included •
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Skimo Pure Nanotech
2981

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING

• The lightest steel crampons in the world
• Designed for ski mountaineering and competitive ski mountaineering racers
• Constructed from proprietary Sandvik Nanoflex® stainless steel
• Automatic binding with the proprietary T-Stop toe system
• Semi-auto toe bails are available separately for boots without toe welts
• The heel bail has been optimized to fit A/T ski boots and features 3 height settings for 

fine-tuning the fit
• Micro-adjustable linking bar with large and small range settings allows for a precise fit
• Dyneema® linking straps (available separately) reduce weight and allow the crampons to 

fold onto themselves for tighter packability
• Dynamic anti-balling plates and carrying case included
• Torx key for T-Stop adjustment included

The Skimo Pure Nanotech is a hyperlight steel crampon designed for ski mountaineering 
and competitive ski mountaineering racers. It uses the same frame design and T-Stop 
binding system as the Skimo Tour, but the frame is constructed entirely from proprietary 
Sandvik Nanoflex® stainless steel for a solid grip on hard snow and ice. The micro-
adjustable linking bar with large and small range settings delivers a precise fit for all boot 
lengths. The linking bar can also be replaced with the optional Dyneema® linking strap 
(sold separately) to reduce weight and allow the crampons to be folded onto themselves 
for tighter packability. Semi-auto toe bails (sold separately) can be integrated for boots 
without toe welts. Dynamic anti-balling plates and carrying case included.

(*) Sizing varies depending on different boots, brands and models

Ref. Product name

Weight
Weight no
antibott

Size (*) Sole length Boot type

Points
Frame 

material
Antibott

g oz g European
mm mm

Automatic Semi-Automatic

EN 893

2981 SKIMO Pure Nanotech 592 20.9 524 36-46 210-260 260-330 • • + Ref.2589 10 Nanoflex® Included •

Sandvik Nanoflex® is an innovative patented 
steel alloy that is 70% stronger and 20% harder 
than normal steel which allows for a significant 
reduction in the amount of metal used, thereby 
decreasing weight while maintaining strength.
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Blade Runner
Antibott

Ascent
Antibott

Skimo Pure Nanotech
Antibott

Skimo Pure Nanotech Linking Bar

2987 2 pcs 2993 2 pcs 2997 2 pcs

2998 2 pcs

Ascent Universal heel bail

Ascent Linking Bar

Ascent Semi-Auto Toe Bail
2988 2 pcs

2994 2 pcs

2992 2 pcs
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Rocket 13 cm
298513

Rocket Plus 13 cm
298613

Rocket 16 cm
298516

Rocket Plus 16 cm
298616

Rocket 19 cm
298519

Rocket Plus 19 cm
298619

Rocket 20 cm
298520

Rocket XS 9 cm
2999

ICE SCREWS

Ice Screws
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Rocket Plus   
2986 

118 g

(13 cm)
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Technical features on Rocket Plus

13, 16, 19 cm

Very smooth internal surface 
for faster insertion and easier 
ice removal

Fixed aluminum alloy levers for the fastest 
possible placements

Differentiated color knobs 
for easy identification

Dyneema® Loop for racking 
and short fixing at anchors

Integrated Dyneema® sling 
to eliminate the need for a 
quickdraw

Conical thread for easier insertion

Front teeth are engineered for the 
fastest and easiest placements 
even in the coldest, most 
compact ice

Reverse angle threads for 
smooth driving and maximum 
holding power

Chromoly steel hanger spins 
freely on the screw which allows 
the screw to be placed and 
removed while clipped to the rope 

Low profile connecting ring

Lightweight, strong 
and durable chromoly 
steel construction
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298513

298516

298522

298519

ICE SCREWS

Rocket
298513 13 cm
298516 16 cm
298519 19 cm
298522 22 cm

ICE CLIMBING, ALPINISM

• Top-level ice screws designed for advanced alpinists and ice climbers 
• Lightweight, strong and durable chromoly steel construction
• Reverse angle threads for smooth driving and maximum holding power
• Front teeth are engineered for the fastest and easiest placements even in the coldest, 

most compact ice
• Chromoly steel hanger aligns with the screw to pull in an optimal direction for maximum 

holding power and racks well on either side of the harness
• Fold out crank knobs are color coded for easy identification
• EN 568 certified

The Rocket is a top-level workhorse for alpinists and ice climbers who rely on their ice 
screws in big mountain terrain. The chromoly steel construction is lightweight, strong 
and durable. The front teeth have been engineered for the fastest placements even in the 
coldest, most compact ice. Reverse angle threads ensure smooth driving and maximum 
holding power. Compact chromoly hanger aligns with the screw to pull in an optimal 
direction and racks well on both sides of the harness. Fold out crank knobs are color 
coded for easy identification.

Rocket XS 9 cm
2999 9 cm

ICE CLIMBING, ALPINISM

• A short 9 cm version of the Rocket ice screw for thin ice
• Lightweight, strong and durable chromoly steel construction
• Reverse angle threads for smooth driving and maximum holding power
• Front teeth are engineered for the fastest and easiest placements even in the coldest, 

most compact ice
• Chromoly steel hanger aligns with the screw to pull in an optimal direction for maximum 

holding power and racks well on either side of the harness
• Fold out crank knobs are color coded for easy identification
• For progression only, not certified

The Rocket XS is a shorter version of the Rocket ice screw for thin ice. The chromoly steel 
construction is lightweight, strong and durable. The front teeth have been engineered for 
the fastest placements even in the coldest, most compact ice. Reverse angle threads 
ensure smooth driving and maximum holding power. Compact chromoly steel hanger 
aligns with the screw to pull in an optimal direction and is designed to rack well on both 
sides of the harness. Fold out crank knobs are color coded for easy identification. 

Ref. Product name
Weight

Color
Material

g oz Screw Hanger Crank Webbing EN 568

298513 ROCKET 13 cm 116 4.1 Yellow CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Carbon steel •

298516 ROCKET 16 cm 130 4.6 Blue CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Carbon steel •

298519 ROCKET 19 cm 142 5.0 Grey CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Carbon steel •

298522 ROCKET 22 cm 155 5.5 Green CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Carbon steel •

2999 ROCKET XS 9 cm 94 3.3 Red CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Carbon steel
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298613

298616

298619
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E 
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Rocket Plus
298613 13 cm
298616 16 cm
298619 19 cm

ICE CLIMBING, ALPINISM

• Rocket ice screws with integrated Dyneema slings eliminate the need for a quickdraw
• Lightweight, strong and durable chromoly steel construction
• Reverse angle threads for smooth driving and maximum holding power
• Front teeth are engineered for the fastest and easiest placements even in the coldest, 

most compact ice
• Chromoly steel hanger spins freely on the screw which allows the screw to be placed 

and removed while clipped to the rope 
• Fixed Dyneema sling has two loops – the top loop is for racking and short fixing at 

anchors, the bottom loop is designed to be pre-equipped with a carabiner 
• Fixed aluminum alloy levers for the fastest possible placements and differentiated color 

knobs for easy identification
• EN 568 certified

The Rocket Plus uses an integrated Dyneema sling to eliminate the need for a quickdraw. 
With a Nano 22 or a Photon Wire carabiner, it is one of the lightest ice screws in the world 
and has the benefit of being able to be placed and removed while clipped to the rope. 
The fixed Dyneema sling has two loops for easy operation. The top loop is for racking 
and short fixing at anchors and the bottom loop is designed to be pre-equipped with a 
carabiner. The chromoly steel construction is lightweight, strong and durable. The front 
teeth have been engineered for the fastest placements even in the coldest, most compact 
ice. Reverse angle threads ensure smooth driving and maximum holding power.

Ref. Product name
Weight

Color
Material

g oz Screw Hanger Crank Webbing EN 568

298613 ROCKET PLUS 13 cm 118 4.2 Yellow CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Aluminum alloy Dyneema® •

298616 ROCKET PLUS 16 cm 133 4.7 Blue CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Aluminum alloy Dyneema® •

298619 ROCKET PLUS 19 cm 144 5.1 Grey CrMo Steel NiCrMo Steel Aluminum alloy Dyneema® •
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ED Hyper

ED Protection

ED Motion

Hybrid

Cloud

Adrenaline

ED VulcanHorizon Nivix

ED Hyper Jacket
2858

ED Protection Jacket
2841

ED Motion Jacket Light
2843

Hybrid Jacket
2853

ED Motion Jacket Light Lady
2845

Hybrid Jacket Lady
2855

ED Vulcan Jacket
2857

Horizon Jacket
2971

ED Hyper Jacket Lady
2859

ED Protection Jacket Bicolor
2970

ED Protection Jacket Lady
2842

ED Motion Vest
2844

Adrenaline Jacket 2.0
2850

Adrenaline Pant 2.0
2851

Hybrid Vest
2854

ED Motion Vest Lady
2846

Hybrid Vest Lady
2856

Cloud Jacket Lady
2848

Nivix Jacket 2.0
2839
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ED Protection
Cloud

Adrenaline
Hybrid

Horizon
Nivix Jacket 2.0

ED Motion
ED Motion Light

ED Vulcan Jacket
ED Hyper

Body Fit Slim Fit Regular FitBody Fit Slim Fit Regular Fit

Care and maintenance
The unique features of Essential Outerwear are best maintained over time by following these basic rules: hand wash in lukewarm water 
using a delicate soap; don’t rub, squeeze, or wring out garments; allow to dry completely in a well-ventilated space. For more details, 
please refer to the washing instructions on each product.

FIT Guide
Slim Fit
• Waist-fitted cut
• Can be worn as an insulating or outer layer

Regular Fit
• Classic cut
• For use as an outer layer with a more 

spacious fit than the Slim Fit 

C.A.M.P. supports the Responsible Down Standard in its use of down and feathers. The down and feathers used for 
insulation in consumer products is sourced from worldwide production and processing supply chains. The goal of the 
Responsible Down Standard is to ensure that the waterfowl in the down supply chain are treated humanely. This is 
accomplished by providing the industry with the best possible tool to ensure that down and feathers do not come from 
animals that have been subjected to any unnecessary harm and to institute a chain of custody system to validate the 
source of the material. At the same time as helping to improve the welfare of animals, the Responsible Down Standard 
provides retailers and consumers alike with greater confidence in responsible sourcing.

RDS certificate: responsible sourcing of down

The DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment ensures the water repellency of a fabric by making drops of water that come 
in contact with the treated fabric slide off the surface without impregnating it. C.A.M.P. has adopted a C0 DWR treatment 
that guarantees zero use of fluorocarbons (PFC free). This is an advantage both for the health of the environment and the 
user. C0 is already used on all items of apparel and will also be used on future production of sleeping bags.

DWR C0 (PFC Free) treatment for CAMP products
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* CALENDERING: a finishing process where the fabric is pressed under heated rollers. The process makes the fabric more durable, windproof 
and downproof.

Essential Materials
DISCOVER THE MATERIALS THAT MAKE OUR OUTERWEAR UNIQUE

DOWN: down insulation remains the best insulation material in terms of weight v. warmth. NN/NN indicates the 
percentage of down and feathers by weight (for example 90/10 means 90% down and 10% feathers). Fill Power 
measures the ability of the down to loft and fill space thereby providing insulation; generally, the higher the fill power 
rating, the better the quality and insulation value of the down. The ED Line uses both goose and duck down, 
depending on the model. Goose down has the highest loft so it is the best in terms of weight v. volume. Duck down 
has less loft, but is notable for its durability and ability to rebound without losing performance over time.

PRIMALOFT® SILVER: synthetic insulation engineered to deliver a full spectrum of benefits. Millions of air 
pockets trap body heat for excellent insulation and the lack of bulk means great freedom of movement. The 
PrimaLoft® hydrophobic treatment ensures that it will continue to insulate even when it is wet. PrimaLoft® Silver 
strikes a near perfect blend as a lightweight insulator for active applications in variable conditions.

ARANEUM: a windproof, hyperlight and packable Nylon Ripstop fabric that is calendered* to make it downproof 
without using any coatings. This makes the fabric perfect for use with down filling as it remains surprisingly 
breathable, allowing vapor to escape and for the fabric to dry with active body heat. A DWR (Durable Water 
Repellent) treatment also makes the fabric water repellent.

HITEX EVO: a lightweight and very strong Nylon Ripstop fabric with a DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment 
on the exterior and a special interior coating that makes the fabric waterproof and breathable. It also features an 
anti-stain treatment.

NIVIX EVO: an amazingly strong and durable Ripstop Nylon fabric for the most technical activities. Nivix Evo 
features a mixed construction that delivers an optimal blend of strength, durability and lightweight. Downproof 
by design, it also features a DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment on the exterior and an inner coating that 
makes the fabric waterproof and breathable.

T-LITE: a lightweight, breathable Nylon fabric that is calendered* to be down proof without the use of coatings. 
It is used as the liner of choice for all of our essential winter garments.

FLEXTEX: an elasticized softshell fabric that delivers a performance fit with great freedom of movement. 
Lightweight, durable, and water resistant with WR (Water Repellent) treatment, it is an ideal material for technical 
layering and outer pieces. 

B-STRECH: a soft nylon fabric that is elasticized for the best blend of lightweight, packability, dexterity, and 
comfort. The WR (Water Repellent) treatment makes the fabric water-repellent.
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Size Chart
Measurements refer to body size, not to garment size.

MEN - Measurement points
1. Measure around the widest part of your chest, keeping the tape snug and level under your arms and across your back.
2. Measure around the narrowest part of your waist.
3. Measure around the widest part of your hips.
4. Measure sleeve length from the center back of your neck, across your shoulder over the bent elbow, to the center of the 

wrist bone.

WOMAN - Measurement points
1. Measure around the widest part of your bust, keeping the tape level under your arms and across your back.
2. Measure around the narrowest part of your waist.
3. Measure around the widest part of your hips.
4. Measure sleeve length from the center back of your neck, across your shoulder over the bent elbow, to the center of the 

wrist bone.

MAN

Size XS S M L XL XXL

cm in cm in cm in cm in cm in cm in

1. Chest 88-91 34.6-35.8 92-95 36.2-37.4 96-99 37.7-38.9 100-103 39.3-40.5 104-107 40.9-42.1 108-111 42.5-43.7

2. Waist 76-79 29.9-31.1 80-83 31.4-32.6 84-87 33-34.2 88-91 34.6-35.8 92-95 36.2-37.4 96-99 37.7-38.9

3. Hip 92-95 36.2-37.4 96-99 37.7-38.9 100-103 39.3-40.5 104-107 40.9-42.1 108-111 42.5-43.7 112-115 44-45.2

4. Arm 79 31.1 81 31.9 83 32.7 85 33.5 87 34.3 89 35.0

WOMAN

Size XS S M L XL

cm in cm in cm in cm in cm in

1. Breast 86-89 33.8-35 90-93 35.4-36.6 94-97 37-38.1 98-101 38.5-39.7 102-105 40.1-41.3

2. Waist 62-65 24.4-25.5 66-69 25.9-27.1 70-73 27.5-28.7 74-77 29.1-30.3 78-81 30.7-31.8

3. Hip 90-93 35.4-36.6 94-97 37-38.1 98-101 38.5-39.7 102-105 40.1-41.3 106-109 41.7-42.9

4. Arm 75 29.5 77.5 30.5 79 31.1 80.5 31.7 83 32.7
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Horizon Jacket    
2971 

Technical features on CAMP Essential Winter Outerwear 

Adjustable insulated hood with 
PrimaLoft® Silver 40 g/m² and 
stretch inserts

Separate stuff pocket

Inner chest pocket

2 zippered external pockets 
positioned to allow access while 

wearing a pack and harness

Regular Fit

Innovative NIC (New Insulation 
Concept) construction 
combines premium-grade 
white duck down with 750+ 
fill power and PrimaLoft® 
Silver 80 g/m² in a layered 
construction

Backside is longer than the 
front to help keep snow out 

without restricting mobility

Elasticized armpits to increase 
mobility

Elasticized windproof 
cuffs with thumb holes

Adjustable elastic cord 
seals the bottom hem 
from drafts

2 large inner pockets

Full-length YKK® #5 zipper 
with anti-jam system

* Features vary by model

• C.A.M.P. supports the Responsible Down Standard in its use of down and feathers to ensure that the waterfowl in the down supply chain are 
treated humanely. This is accomplished by providing the industry with the best possible tool to ensure that down and feathers do not come from 
animals that have been subjected to any unnecessary harm and to institute a chain of custody system to validate the source of the material. 

• DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment ensures the water repellency of the fabric.

• C0 treatment (zero use of fluorocarbons, PFC free) for the health of the environment and the user.
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1 Black / Lime Punch

2 Cobalt Blue / Lime Punch

1 Black / Lime Punch

2 Blue / Cobalt blue

Horizon Jacket
2971

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Innovative NIC (New Insulation Concept) construction combines premium-grade white
duck down with 750+ fill power and  PrimaLoft® Silver 80 g/m² in a layered construction

• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR
treatment

• T-Lite fabric lining
• Backside is longer than the front to help keep snow out without restricting mobility
• Adjustable insulated hood with PrimaLoft® Silver 40 g/m² and stretch inserts
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external pockets positioned to allow access while wearing a pack and

harness
• Inner chest pocket
• Separate stuff pocket
• Adjustable elastic cord seals the bottom hem from drafts
• Elasticized windproof cuffs with thumb holes
• Elasticized armpits to increase mobility
• Regular Fit

The Horizon is a technical jacket that combines the benefits of down and synthetic 
insulation. This is made possible with innovative NIC (New Insulation Concept) construction 
that features a double layer combination of the two kinds of insulation. Rather than mixing 
the insulations, they are actually layered with the down in channeled construction on the 
inside and synthetic on the outside to reduce the number of seams and better protection 
from the elements. Warmth is further increased by the air gap between the two layers of 
insulation and flexibility is assured with elastic armpits and synthetic only insulation on 
the side panels and inner face of the sleeves. These features make the Horizon the most 
advanced jacket in our range: a product with the highest attention to detail to deliver a new 
level of warmth, comfort and protection from the elements.

ED Vulcan Jacket
2857

ALPINISM, MOUNTAINEERING

• Top quality goose down jacket with 750+ fill power
• The warmest jacket in the Essential range
• Araneum fabric shell with B-Stretch fabric inserts on the sides and inner faces of the

sleeves and collar
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Dual construction for optimal thermal insulation: Baffle Construction prevents cold spots in

the most exposed parts and Stitched-Through construction delivers good dexterity on the
sides and inner faces of the sleeves

• Adjustable technical hood is helmet compatible
• Full-length 2-way YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system and flap cover
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• 2 wide inner mesh pockets
• Inner chest pocket
• Separate stuff pocket
• Adjustable waist with elastic cord
• Elasticized windproof cuffs
• Regular fit

The warmest jacket in the Essential range with 250 grams of 750+ fill power goose down 
and baffle Construction in the most exposed parts to eliminate cold spots that reduce 
the thermal efficiency typical of traditional Stitched-Through construction. The ED Vulcan 
Jacket also features the technical attributes that have made the Essential range of jackets 
so beloved by technical users. Lightweight and compact with the Araneum fabric shell, 
form fitting with B-Stretch fabric inserts on the sides, and premium quality down for 
comfortable, dry warmth even in the coldest conditions.

Stitched through
construction (S.T.)

Buffle Construction (B.C.)

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut
Size g oz Type

Filling Power 
(cuin)

Average
weight

2971 HORIZON JACKET
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 555 19.6 Hitex Evo
90/10 White 

Duck Down R.D.S.
+PrimaLoft® Silver

750
70 g 

+ 80 g/m²
Technical Regular Fit

2857 ED VULCAN JACKET
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 585 20.7
Araneum 
B-Stretch

90/10 White Goose 
Down R.D.S.

750 250 g Technical Regular Fit
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5 Forest Green /
 Lime Punch

1 Cobalt Blue / 
 Turquoise

2 Black Grey /
 Anthracite Grey

2 Black Grey / 
 Opal Green

1 Black /
 Lime Punch

4 Dark Pink /
 Anthracite Grey

3 Pastel Blue /
 Lime Punch

3 Pastel Blue / 
 Opal Green

ED Hyper Jacket

ED Hyper Jacket Lady

2858

2859

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Premium-grade white duck down with 700 fill power
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR 

treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• 2 zippered inner pockets
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external pockets positioned to allow access while wearing a pack and 

harness
• 2 large inner elasticized pockets 
• Zippered inner pocket
• Separate stuff sack for carrying
• Adjustable waist with elastic cord
• Elasticized windproof cuffs
• Regular Fit

The ED Hyper Jacket features a more classic construction, but delivers the same 
protection from cold that CAMP jackets are known for. 150 grams of 700 fill power 
premium-grade white duck down combine with a profiled fit and elasticized windproof 
cuffs for optimal thermal insulation and excellent comfort and mobility.

• Premium-grade white duck down with 700+ fill power
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR 

treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• 2 zippered inner pockets
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external pockets positioned to allow access while wearing a pack and 

harness
• 2 large inner elasticized pockets 
• Zippered inner pocket 
• Separate stuff sack for carrying
• Adjustable waist with elastic cord
• Elasticized windproof cuffs
• Regular Fit

Female version of the ED Hyper Jacket. The ED Hyper Jacket Lady features a more classic 
construction, but delivers the same protection from cold that CAMP jackets are known 
for. 140 grams of 700 fill power premium-grade white duck down combine with a profiled 
fit and elasticized windproof cuffs for optimal thermal insulation and excellent comfort and 
mobility.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2858 ED HYPER JACKET
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 445 15.7 Hitex Evo
90/10 White Duck 

Down R.D.S.
700 150 g Technical Regular Fit

2859 ED HYPER JACKET LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 390 13.8 Hitex Evo

90/10 White Duck 
Down R.D.S.

700 140 g Technical Regular Fit
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7 Blue / Leaf Green

2 Cobalt Blue / Lime Punch 3 Night Blue / Dark Orange

6 Forest Green / Dark Orange5 Black / Anthracite Grey

Nivix Jacket 2.0
2839

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINE SKIING, LIFESTYLE

• Premium-grade white duck down with 750+ fill power
• Nivix Evo nylon ripstop fabric is water repellent, breathable and super strong
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-size hood with visor fits over a helmet
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Zippered outer chest pocket
• 2 large inner pockets and a small phone pocket
• Ski pass pocket on the left sleeve
• Separate stuff-in pocket 
• Elasticized waist
• Zippered armpits for additional ventilation
• Elasticized windproof cuffs with thumb holes
• Regular Fit

The Nivix Jacket 2.0, based on the popular ED Protection Jacket, uses a more robust 
exterior fabric and extra insulation to make it tougher and warmer for alpine skiing. 190 
grams of premium-grade white duck down with 750+ fill power combine with the Nivix 
Evo ripstop nylon fabric that is both breathable and water repellent. We have designed this 
jacket for the coldest active alpine conditions, from first tracks and icy ski runs to alpine 
walls and long couloirs. Alpinists in particular will appreciate the strength and durability of 
the Nivix Evo fabric while skiers will love the extra bit of insulation and the stretch panels 
on the sides that keep the jacket snug to the body but still free for dynamic movement. 
The small pocket on the lower left sleeve is designed to carry a ski pass, climbing topos or 
other accessories.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2839 NIVIX JACKET 2.0
XS-S-M 

L-XL-XXL
M 700 24.7 Nivix Evo

90/10 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.

750 190 g Technical Regular Fit
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3 Pastel Blue /
Lime Punch

7 Black /
Anthracite Grey

8 Space Blue /
Dark Orange

9 Forest Green /
Lime Punch

10 Blue /
Cobalt blue

3 Space Blue / Pastel Blue / Anthracite Grey

ED Protection Jacket

ED Protection Jacket Bicolor

2841

2970

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Premium-grade white duck down with 750+ fill power
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR

treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-size hood with visor fits over a helmet
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Zippered outer chest pocket
• 2 large inner pockets and a small phone pocket
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Elasticized waist
• Elasticized cuffs
• Elasticized sides for comfort and mobility
• Slim Fit

The ED Protection Jacket is the right choice for protection from the cold and snow. This 
‘double shield’ of protection comes from the blend of premium-grade white duck down 
insulation and superlight, strong, durable and breathable Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell 
fabric with a DWR treatment. The full-size visored hood, inner and outer pockets and a 
special Stow-Away Pocket round out the features on this sleek jacket.

• Two-color version of the ED Protection with the same technical features
• Premium-grade white duck down with 750+ fill power
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR

treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-size hood with visor fits over a helmet
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Zippered outer chest pocket
• 2 large inner pockets and a small phone pocket
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Elasticized waist
• Elasticized cuffs
• Elasticized sides for comfort and mobility
• Slim Fit

The ED Protection Jacket is the right choice for protection from the cold and snow. This 
‘double shield’ of protection comes from the blend of premium-grade white duck down 
insulation and superlight, strong, durable and breathable Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell 
fabric with a DWR treatment. The full-size visored hood, inner and outer pockets and a 
special Stow-Away Pocket round out the features on this sleek jacket.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2841 ED PROTECTION JACKET
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 410 14.5 Hitex Evo
90/10 White 

Duck Down R.D.S.
750 150 g Technical Slim Fit

2970 ED PROTECTION JACKET BICOLOR
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 410 14.5 Hitex Evo
90/10 White 

Duck Down R.D.S.
750 150 g Technical Slim Fit
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6 Space Blue /
 Turquoise

7 Forest Green /
 Jade Green

5 Black /
 Anthracite Grey

3 Pastel Blue /
 Opal Green

3 Emerald Green / Lime Punch

2 Cobalt Blue / Turquoise1 Black / Fuchsia

ED Protection Jacket Lady
2842

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Premium-grade white duck down with 750+ fill power
• New more linear construction for greater comfort
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR 

treatment 
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-size hood with visor fits over a helmet
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Zippered outer chest pocket
• 2 large inner pockets and a small phone pocket
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Elasticized cuffs
• Elasticized sides for comfort and mobility
• Slim Fit

Stay warm and dry even in the most miserable conditions. The ED Protection Jacket Lady, 
with updated construction for greater comfort, is the right choice for protection from the 
cold and snow. This ‘double shield’ of protection comes from the blend of premium-grade 
white duck down insulation and superlight, strong, durable and breathable Hitex Evo 
ripstop nylon shell fabric with a DWR treatment. The full-size visored hood, inner and outer 
pockets and a special Stow-Away Pocket round out the features on this sleek jacket.

Cloud Jacket Lady
2848

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• 600 fill down insulation
• Araneum fabric is lightweight, breathable and water resistant with a DWR treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Insulated hood
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 external side pockets with YKK® zippers
• 2 large inner pockets and a smaller phone pocket
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Elasticized waist
• Elasticized cuffs
• Slim Fit

Our female specific version of the Cloud Jacket is an all-around layer for everyday use in 
the backcountry or around town. Now, thanks to the Cloud Jackets, the Essential Line’s 
quality becomes affordable. The Cloud Lady is an authentic workhorse: light, warm, 
comfortable, and durable. It features the same fit as the popular ED Protection Lady, but 
with a variable channeled design with strong double stitching.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2842 ED PROTECTION JACKET LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 350 12.4 Hitex Evo

90/10 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.

750 140 g Technical Slim Fit

2848 CLOUD JACKET LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 325 11.5 Araneum

80/20 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.

600 150 g Classic Slim Fit
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3 Black /
 Lime Punch

3 Black /
 Lime Punch

4 Emerald Green /
 Anthracite Grey

4 Emerald Green /
 Anthracite Grey

2 Cobalt Blue /
 Lime Punch

2 Cobalt Blue /
 Lime Punch

1 Anthracite Grey /
 Lime Punch

ED Motion Vest
2844

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile vest optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Premium-grade white duck down with 700+ fill power
• Araneum fabric is lightweight, breathable and water resistant with a DWR treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 large zippered external side pockets
• 2 large inner pockets
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elastic cord seals the bottom hem from drafts
• Regular Fit

A casual and stylish vest with all of the technical features that high-end users have come 
to expect from the Essential Outerwear line. Araneum fabric on the exterior combines with 
middle weight premium white duck down insulation and the soft T-Lite fabric lining for a 
particularly comfortable and cozy feel. The Regular Fit makes it particularly comfortable as 
an outer layer.

ED Motion Jacket Light
2843

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile jacket optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Premium-grade white duck down with 700+ fill power
• Araneum fabric is lightweight, breathable and water resistant with a DWR treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 large zippered external side pockets
• 2 large inner pockets
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elastic cord seals the bottom hem from drafts
• Elasticized cuffs
• Regular Fit

A casual jacket for wearing in and around town with all of the technical features that high-
end users have come to expect from the Essential Outerwear line. Araneum fabric on the 
exterior combines with lightweight premium white duck down insulation and the soft T-Lite 
fabric lining for a particularly comfortable and cozy feel. The Regular Fit allows it to be worn 
comfortably as an outer layer and the full-size hood is ready to lock in extra warmth when 
temperatures start to cool.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2843 ED MOTION JACKET LIGHT
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 325 11.5 Araneum
90/10 White 

Duck Down R.D.S.
700 100 g Regular Fit

2844 ED MOTION VEST
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 245 8.6 Araneum
90/10 White 

Duck Down R.D.S.
700 70 g Regular Fit
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1 Black /
 Opal Green

3 Pastel Blue /
 Fuchsia

2 Pink /
 Cobalt Blue

2 Pink /
 Cobalt Blue

1 Black /
 Opal Green

ED Motion Jacket Light Lady
2845

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile jacket optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Premium-grade white duck down with 700+ fill power
• Araneum fabric is lightweight, breathable and water resistant with a DWR treatment 
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 large zippered external side pockets
• 2 large inner pockets
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elastic cord seals the bottom hem from drafts
• Elasticized cuffs
• Regular Fit

Women’s version of the sleek ED Motion Jacket Light. The ED Motion Lady Light is a 
casual jacket for wearing in and around town with all of the technical features that high-
end users have come to expect from the Essential Outerwear line. Araneum fabric on the 
exterior combines with lightweight premium white duck down insulation and the soft T-Lite 
fabric lining for a particularly comfortable and cozy feel. The Regular Fit is profiled for a 
sleek appearance as an outer layer and the full-size hood is ready to lock in extra warmth 
when temperatures start to cool.

ED Motion Vest Lady
2846

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile vest optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Premium-grade white duck down with 700+ fill power 
• Araneum fabric is lightweight, breathable and water resistant with a DWR treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 large zippered external side pockets
• 2 large inner pockets
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elastic cord seals the bottom hem from drafts
• Regular Fit

Women’s version of the ED Motion Vest. A casual and stylish vest with all of the technical 
features that high-end users have come to expect from the Essential Outerwear line. 
Araneum fabric on the exterior combines with middle weight premium white duck down 
insulation and the soft T-Lite fabric lining for a particularly comfortable and cozy feel. The 
Regular Fit is profiled to deliver a sleek appearance as an outer layer.

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2845 ED MOTION JACKET LIGHT LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 275 9.7 Araneum

90/10 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.

700 90 g Regular Fit

2846 ED MOTION VEST LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 215 7.6 Araneum

90/10 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.

700 60 g Regular Fit
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3 Pastel Blue / Black1 Black / Lime Punch

3 Pastel Blue / Black

2 Lime Punch / Black1 Black / Lime Punch

2 Lime Punch / Black

Hybrid Jacket
2853

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile jacket optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Dual construction combines the benefits of insulation with a softshell
• New dual insulation with duck down and PrimaLoft® for optimal thermal protection
• The body and sleeves use Araneum fabric 
• The sides, inner parts sleeve panels, waist band, and hood use windproof FlexTex stretch 

fabric
• Body front part and sleeves with 600+ fill power duck down insulation
• Body back part with PrimaLoft® Silver 100 g/m² insulates even when wet
• Fixed hood with elasticized edging
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Elasticized waist
• Elasticized windproof cuffs
• Slim fit

The Hybrid Jacket effectively combines the benefits of an insulated jacket with the 
performance of a softshell. The dual insulated body and sleeves guarantee good thermal 
insulation while the elasticized fabric side panels, inner sleeves and waist band deliver high 
levels of dexterity and breathability. Performance is increased  by the new differentiated 
insulation with duck down on the front and PrimaLoft® Silver in the back which is more 
subject to compression and moisture. The Hybrid Jacket is perfect as an outer layer with 
a performance fit that works well with a harness or as an insulating layer under a shell in 
more extreme conditions where the Slim fit reduces the overall profile of the entire layering 
system. The Hybrid Jacket is also extremely packable when compared with other soft 
shells thanks to the Araneum fabric shell material.

2854

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile vest optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Dual construction combines the benefits of insulation with a softshell
• New dual insulation with duck down and PrimaLoft® for optimal thermal protection
• Araneum fabric with 600+ fill power duck down insulation on the body front part
• PrimaLoft® Silver 100 g/m² on the body back part insulates even when wet
• The side panels, waist band, and collar use windproof FlexTex stretch fabric
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Elasticized waist
• Slim fit

A sophisticated vest that effectively combines the benefits of insulation with the 
performance of a softshell. The dual insulated body guarantees good thermal insulation 
while the elasticized fabric side panels, waist band, and collar deliver high levels of 
dexterity and breathability. Performance is increased  by the new differentiated insulation 
with duck down on the front and PrimaLoft® Silver in the back which is more subject to 
compression and moisture. The Hybrid Vest is perfect as an over layer with a performance 
fit that works well with a harness or as an insulating layer under a shell in more extreme 
conditions where the Slim fit reduces the overall profile of the entire layering system. The 
Hybrid Vest is also extremely packable when compared with other soft shells thanks to the 
Araneum fabric shell material.

Hybrid Vest

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2853 HYBRID JACKET
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 430 15.2
FlexTex

Araneum

80/20 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.
+PrimaLoft® Silver

600
50 g 

+ back 100 g/m²
Classic Slim Fit

2854 HYBRID VEST
S-M-L
XL-XXL

M 285 10.1
FlexTex

Araneum

80/20 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.
+PrimaLoft® Silver

600
25 g 

+ back 100 g/m²
Slim Fit
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2 Pastel Blue / Black

3 Light Blue / Black

3 Light Blue / Black

1 Black / Fuchsia

1 Black / Fuchsia

2 Pastel Blue / Black

Hybrid Jacket Lady
2855

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile jacket optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Dual construction combines the benefits of insulation with a softshell
• New dual insulation with duck down and PrimaLoft® for optimal thermal protection
• The body and sleeves use Araneum fabric 
• The sides, inner parts sleeve panels, waist band, and hood use windproof FlexTex stretch 

fabric
• Body front part and sleeves with 600+ fill power duck down insulation
• Body back part with PrimaLoft® Silver 100 g/m² insulates even when wet
• Fixed hood with elasticized edging
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Elasticized waist
• Elasticized windproof cuffs
• Slim fit

Female specific version of the Hybrid Jacket effectively combines the benefits of an 
insulated jacket with the performance of a softshell. The dual insulated body and sleeves 
guarantee good thermal insulation while the elasticized fabric side panels, inner sleeves 
and waist band deliver high levels of dexterity and breathability. Performance is increased  
by the new differentiated insulation with duck down on the front and PrimaLoft® Silver in 
the back which is more subject to compression and moisture. The Hybrid Jacket Lady 
is perfect as an outer layer with a performance fit that works well with a harness or as 
an insulating layer under a shell in more extreme conditions where the Slim fit reduces 
the overall profile of the entire layering system. The Hybrid Jacket Lady is also extremely 
packable when compared with other soft shells thanks to the Araneum fabric shell 
material.

2856

ALPINISM, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, LIFESTYLE

• Extremely versatile vest optimized for variable shoulder season weather
• Dual construction combines the benefits of insulation with a softshell
• New dual insulation with duck down and PrimaLoft® for optimal thermal protection
• Araneum fabric with 600+ fill power duck down insulation on the body front part
• PrimaLoft® Silver 100 g/m² on the body back part insulates even when wet
• The side panels, waist band, and collar use windproof FlexTex stretch fabric
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 zippered external side pockets
• Elasticized waist
• Slim fit

Female specific version of the Hybrid Vest that effectively combines the benefits of 
insulation with the performance of a softshell. The dual insulated body guarantees 
good thermal insulation while the elasticized fabric side panels, waist band, and collar 
deliver high levels of dexterity and breathability. Performance is increased  by the new 
differentiated insulation with duck down on the front and PrimaLoft® Silver in the back 
which is more subject to compression and moisture. The Hybrid Vest Lady is perfect as 
an over layer with a performance fit that works well with a harness or as an insulating layer 
under a shell in more extreme conditions where the Slim fit reduces the overall profile of the 
entire layering system. The Hybrid Vest Lady is also extremely packable when compared 
with other soft shells thanks to the Araneum fabric shell material.

Hybrid Vest Lady

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2855 HYBRID JACKET LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 375 13.2

FlexTex
Araneum

80/20 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.
+PrimaLoft® Silver

600
45 g 

+ back 100 g/m²
Classic Slim Fit

2856 HYBRID VEST LADY
XS-S-M

L-XL
S 250 8.8

FlexTex
Araneum

80/20 White 
Duck Down R.D.S.
+PrimaLoft® Silver

600
20 g 

+ back 100 g/m²
Slim Fit
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1 Black / Lime Punch

1 Black / Lime Punch

Adrenaline Jacket 2.0
2850

COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM

• PrimaLoft® Silver 80 g/m² insulation
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon shell is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a DWR 

treatment
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Backside is longer than the front to help keep snow out without restricting mobility
• Adjustable hidden hood with stretch inserts fits securely over a helmet
• Full-length YKK® #5 zipper with anti-jam system
• 2 external side pockets with YKK® zippers
• Outer chest pocket with YKK® zipper
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elasticized waist
• Elasticized cuffs
• Stretch panels on the sides to ensure comfort and mobility
• Slim Fit

The Adrenaline Jacket 2.0 is specifically designed for long, cold ski mountaineering 
competitions—especially extreme races like the legendary Italian Mezzalama Trophy (the 
White Marathon) where high altitude and serious mountain conditions require insulated 
layers for safety. PrimaLoft® Silver 80 g/m² continues to insulate even when it is wet or 
compressed. Hitex Evo ripstop nylon is waterproof and breathable making it the right 
choice for variable conditions. Thanks to its Slim Fit construction, the Adrenaline Jacket 
2.0 can be used both as a mid-layer under the outer shell or as an external layer.

2851

COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM

• Windproof pants with innovative elasticized PrimaLoft® Silver 4 Flex 40 g/m² insulation
• Hitex Evo ripstop nylon fabric is light, strong, and still highly weather resistant with a 

DWR treatment 
• The back side is constructed from stretch fabric with no insulation for packability and 

breathability
• T-Lite fabric lining
• Full-length YKK® #5 zippers allow the pants to be put on over boots and skis
• Stow-Away Pocket
• Adjustable elasticized waist
• Shaped knees with reinforced lower legs for a performance fit
• Elastic straps with Velcro closures ensure a tight fit around boots

The Adrenaline Light Pant was designed in line with the Adrenaline Jacket 2.0 to deliver 
warmth, comfort and performance during long distance ski mountaineering competitions—
especially extreme races like the legendary Italian Mezzalama Trophy (the White Marathon) 
where high altitude and serious mountain conditions require insulated layers for safety. 
Warmth and comfort are ensured by the innovative elasticized PrimaLoft® Silver 4 Flex 40 
g/m² insulation that facilitates dynamic movement while maintaining loft. Full-length zippers 
allow the pants to be put on and stripped off without removing boots or skis and elastic 
straps and a strong Velcro closure ensure a tight fit around boots.

Adrenaline Pant 2.0

Ref. Product name Sizes

Weight
Exterior 
Fabrics

Filling

Hood Cut

Size g oz Type
Filling Power 

(cuin)
Average
weight

2850 ADRENALINE JACKET 2.0
XS-S-M

L-XL
M 435 15.4 Hitex Evo PrimaLoft® Silver 80 g/m² Foldable Slim Fit

2851 ADRENALINE PANT 2.0
XS-S-M

L-XL
M 360 12.7

Hitex Evo
Elastic Fabric

PrimaLoft® Silver 40 g/m² Slim Fit
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Italian ski mountaineer Giorga Felicetti training in the Sella group 
in the Dolomites, Italy © Lorenzo Morandini
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Geko Ice
2820

K Air
2996

Geko Ice Pro 
2821

K Warm 
2995

Summitt’N
2836

G Comp Evo
2807

Air Mitt
3068

Tempest 
Mitt Evo
2989

G Wool
2831

G Lite Wind
2830

G Comp Warm
2826

G Hot Dry
2827

Geko Hot
2822

Drymitt’N
2838

Hotmitt’N
2837

Hot Dry Mitt’N
2832

G Tech Dry
2829

G Air
2834

G Hot Dry Lady
2828

G Puff
2833

Geko LineK Line

Mitt’N Line

G Line

WINTER GLOVES
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K Warm    
2995 
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Thermal insulation
0 - No thermal insulation
1 - Minimal thermal insulation
2 - Medium thermal insulation
3 - High thermal insulation
4 - Maximum thermal insulation

The perceived warmth and the thermal 
insulation of the gloves can be influenced by 
several factors such as humidity, wind, physical 
conditions, etc.

THERMAL 
INSULATION

BREATHABLE

GRIP’R

ETCHED LEATHERWINDBREAK

TOUCHSCREEN
COMPATIBLE

HANGING LOOP

PRIMALOFTWATERPROOF

WRIST LEASH

SWEAT CLOTH

Technical features on K Warm glove

Insulated glove constructed using 
unique 3-D knitting for next level 
ergonomics and flexibility 

Microfleece lining for 
all-day comfort

Thumb and index finger are 
touch screen compatible

Silicone inserts on the 
palms for exceptional 
grip

Elastic wrist leashes

Seamless construction on the back

DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable 
membrane

Elastic cuff for a performance fit

* Features vary by model
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Black / Lime

Grey / Lime

WINTER GLOVES

K Warm
2995

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING, LIFESTYLE

• Insulated glove constructed using unique 3-D knitting for next level ergonomics and 
flexibility 

• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane
• PrimaLoft Gold 60 g/m2 insulation
• Microfleece lining for all-day comfort
• Silicone inserts on the palms for exceptional grip
• Thumb and index finger are touch screen compatible
• Elastic cuff for a performance fit
• Elastic wrist leashes

The K Warm uses innovative 3-D knitting technology for a design that delivers next level 
ergonomics, flexibility and performance. Features a DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable 
membrane and PrimaLoft Gold 60 g/m2 insulation for a high level of protection from the 
elements. The inner is lined with microfleece for all-day comfort and silicone inserts on the 
palms provide exceptional grip.  

K Air
2996

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING, LIFESTYLE

• Light and breathable glove constructed using unique 3-D knitting technology
• Windproof membrane is knitted into the main body material
• Perforated palm for maximum breathability
• Thumb and index finger are touch screen compatible
• Short elastic cuff for the best range of motion
• Elastic wrist leashes

The K Air is a hyperlight glove designed to deliver a very natural and free fit and feel. 3-D 
knitting manufacturing technology results in a glove with the very best ergonomics, fit and 
dexterity. The perforated palm and knitted main body are extremely breathable, but the 
glove remains wind resistant apart from the palm with a membrane that is knitted into the 
material. The short cuff is a welcome feature for minimalist users who need gloves, but 
don’t want to know they are even wearing them. 

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2995 K WARM S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 135 4.8 4 • • • • • • •

2996 K AIR S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 100 3.5 1 • • • •
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Geko Ice Pro

Geko Ice

2821

2820

ICE CLIMBING, MIXED CLIMBING, ALPINISM

ALPINISM, ICE CLIMBING, MOUNTAINEERING

• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane protects from moisture and wind
• PrimaLoft® Gold 60g/m2 insulation on the main body
• Super strong Pittards Armortan® leather with no insulation is used on the palm and 

fingers to optimize grip
• Shaped fingers are gusseted at the knuckles for exceptional dexterity, comfort and grip
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The Geko Ice Pro is an innovative glove designed to deliver a solid grip on ice tools and 
warm, dry protection from the elements. They are ideal for steep ice climbing, dry-
tooling and technical mixed terrain. Super strong Pittards Armortan® leather with no 
insulation on the palms and fingers features a special treatment to optimize grip in all 
kinds of conditions. The fit of the Geko Ice Pro is optimized with shaped fingers and box 
construction for exceptional dexterity. PrimaLoft® Gold 60 g/m2 insulation on the main 
body and the waterproof/breathable DRYZONE® membrane combine to deliver a high level 
of protection from the elements.

• No-Slip construction technology bonds the layers in the palm for a precise grip
• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane protects from moisture and wind
• PrimaLoft® Gold100 g/m2 insulation on the back and PrimaLoft® Grip Control 100 g/m2 

on the palm
• Water repellant premium goatskin leather on the palms (no substances containing 

chrome have been used in the tanning of the leather)
• Elasticized outer material delivers a precise fit for the whole hand  
• Sherpa faux fur lining increases warmth and minimizes movement inside the glove
• Shaped fingers are gusseted at the knuckles for exceptional dexterity, comfort and grip
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The Geko Ice uses the most advanced technologies and materials to create an extremely 
precise cold-weather glove that has been specifically designed for technical ice climbing 
and alpinism. The palm is built with No-Slip construction technology that bonds the layers 
of the lining, insulation, and leather palm for a precise grip on ice tools. The DRYZONE® 
waterproof/breathable membrane protects from moisture and wind. PrimaLoft® Gold 
insulation on the back and PrimaLoft® Grip Control on the palm combine with the Sherpa 
faux fur inner lining for exceptional warmth and comfort even when wet. The fingers are 
shaped and gusseted at the knuckles for exceptional dexterity and the elasticized outer 
material delivers a snug fit without inhibiting warmth or freedom of movement. 

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2821 GEKO ICE PRO S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 170 6.0 2 • • • • • • • •

2820 GEKO ICE S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 230 8.1 3 • • • • • • • •
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Black / Orange

Red / Light Blue

WINTER GLOVES

Geko Hot
2822

ALPINISM, ICE CLIMBING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING

• The perfect combination of performance, warmth and dexterity
• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane protects from moisture and wind
• PrimaLoft® Gold 133 g/m² insulation on the back and PrimaLoft® Grip Control 60 g/m² 

on the palm
• Soft and supple leather palms are grippy and durable
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

Insulated gloves designed for technical ice climbing, alpinism, and advanced 
mountaineering. The new Geko Hot delivers the same dry thermal insulation climbers have 
come to love, but now features the waterproof/breathable DRYZONE® membrane for extra 
protection from moisture and wind. Soft and supple leather main palms are reinforced at 
wear points for maximum durability over time. The Geko Hot uses box construction and 
features differentiated insulation with Primaloft® Gold and PrimaLoft® Grip Control for a 
precise fit without restricting dexterity.

G Comp Evo
2807

COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING

• Soft, dexterous, breathable gloves for cold-weather aerobic activities
• Lightweight Windmit’N hides in a pocket on the wrist to be pulled out for protection from 

wind and cold
• Perforated palm for maximum breathability
• Grip’R pads on the palm for extra grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Thumb and index finger are touch screen compatible
• Elastic wrist leashes, clippable hanging loops, and buckles for clipping the gloves 

together

The G Comp Evo is an ideal glove for ski mountaineering races, spring ski tours and 
cold-weather aerobics. The glove is constructed from soft, dexterous, breathable fabric for 
great comfort and temperature regulation when on the move. When the fingers need more 
protection, simply pull out the hidden Windmit’N to cover the fingers and thumb while 
leaving the palm exposed for good grip. The palm is perforated for maximum breathability 
and features Grip’R pads for extra grip and dexterity. Reinforcements between the thumb 
and index finger ensure strength and durability.
NOTE. Help ensure the longevity of the Windmit’N by always removing them when 
working with bindings and skins.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2822 GEKO HOT S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 200 7.1 3 • • • • • • • • •

2807 G COMP EVO XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL 115 4.1 1 • • • • • • •
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G Comp Warm

G Tech Dry

2826

2829

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, COMPETITIVE SKI MOUNTAINEERING

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, ALPINE SKIING

• Soft, dexterous, breathable gloves designed for cold-weather aerobic activities
• The special PrimaLoft® 60 g/m2 insulated Warmit’N hides in a pocket on the wrist ready 

to be pulled out for extra protection from the wind and cold
• Grip’R pads on the palm for extra grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability
• Soft terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

Building on the popularity of the G Comp Wind, the G Comp Warm adds extra protection 
with the special Warmit’N – a lightweight overmitt with a ripstop nylon shell and PrimaLoft® 
60 g/m2 insulation for a high level of defense from the wind and cold. The Warmit’N stows 
away in a sleeve on the wrist when not in use. Simply pull it out and over (the palm remains 
exposed for grip and dexterity) when the fingers need more protection. The addition 
of the Warmit’N gives a level of versatility that other gloves simply cannot achieve. The 
base glove is designed to provide the right level of protection without overheating during 
aerobic use. Grip’R pads on the palm assist with grip, dexterity and fine motor control, and 
reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability. 
NOTE. Help ensure the longevity of the Warmit’N by always removing it when working with 
bindings and skins.

• Lightweight ski mountaineering gloves with stretch-fit technology for technical use in the 
mountains

• DRYZONE® waterproof and breathable membrane provides protection from moisture and 
wind

• Neoprene wristband with Velcro closure for a snug fit
• Grip’R pads on the palm for extra grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability 
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The G Tech Dry is a lightweight softshell wind and waterproof glove designed for high-
level ski mountaineering and backcountry adventures. The DRYZONE® waterproof and 
breathable membrane is ideally suited to the complex stitching and dexterity demands of 
gloves designed for technical users. Grip’R pads on the palm assist with grip, dexterity and 
fine motor control. Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength 
and durability.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2826 G COMP WARM XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 140 4.9 2 • • • • • • • •

2829 G TECH DRY S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 155 5.5 2 • • • • • • • •
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Black / Fuchsia

WINTER GLOVES

G Hot Dry

G Hot Dry Lady

2827

2828

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINE SKIING, MOUNTAINEERING

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINE SKIING, MOUNTAINEERING

• Waterproof, insulated, cold-weather gloves designed for ski mountaineering 
• DRYZONE® waterproof and breathable membrane provides protection from moisture and 

wind 
• PrimaLoft® 100 g/m2 insulation 
• Neoprene wristband with Velcro closure for a snug fit
• Padded knuckles for extra protection 
• Grip’R pads on the palm for extra grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The G Hot Dry is a high-performance insulated glove for ski mountaineering and alpine 
skiing. PrimaLoft® 100 g/m2 insulation keeps hands warm and dry without compromising 
comfort or dexterity. The DRYZONE® waterproof and breathable membrane is ideally 
suited to the complex stitching and dexterity demands of gloves designed for technical 
users. Leather reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and 
durability and Grip’R patches on the palm assist with grip and dexterity.

• G Hot Dry Gloves with extra insulation and a profiled fit for women
• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane provides protection from moisture and 

wind 
• PrimaLoft® 100 g/m2 insulation
• Neoprene wristband with Velcro closure for a snug fit
• Padded knuckles for extra protection
• Grip’R pads on the palm for extra grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The women’s version of the G Hot Dry has extra insulation to make backcountry days 
more enjoyable for women prone to cold hands. PrimaLoft® 100 g/m2 insulation keeps 
hands warm and dry without compromising comfort or dexterity. The DRYZONE® 
waterproof and breathable membrane is ideally suited to the complex stitching and 
dexterity demands of gloves designed for technical users. Leather reinforcements between 
the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability and Grip’R patches on the palm 
assist with grip and dexterity.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2827 G HOT DRY S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 185 6.5 3 • • • • • • • • • •

2828 G HOT DRY LADY XS-S-M-L 170 6.0 3 • • • • • • • • • •
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G Puff

G Air

2833

2834

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING, LIFESTYLE

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING, LIFESTYLE

• Versatile gloves with a high level of insulation for protection from the cold in variable 
conditions

• Windproof fabric with PrimaLoft® 133 g/m2 insulation on the main body and palm
• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane provides protection from moisture and 

wind
• Polyurethane inserts on the palms increase grip and durability
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops
• Compact carrying pouch included

Lightweight, extremely packable gloves designed to be carried in their tight carrying pouch 
so they remain super compact when not in use. PrimaLoft® 133 g/m2 insulation on the 
main body and palm combines with windproof fabric and the DRYZONE® waterproof/
breathable membrane to provide a high level of protection from the elements.

• Hyperlight gloves designed for maximum precision during intense aerobic activity 
• Windproof main body and super breathable palms feature PrimaLoft® 60 g/m2 insulation
• Silicone inserts on the palm and fingers for exceptional grip
• Precision fit guarantees maximum sensitivity
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets

A hyperlight glove designed for technical aerobic activities in the cold. The precision fit 
guarantees maximum sensitivity. The main body is windproof for protection from the 
elements while the palm remains unlined for super breathability. PrimaLoft® 60 g/m2 
insulation delivers a basic level of dry warmth while maintaining a high level of breathability. 
Silicone inserts on the palm and fingers for exceptional grip.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2833 G PUFF S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 145 5.1 3 • • • • • •

2834 G AIR S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 95 3.4 1 • • • • • •
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Black

WINTER GLOVES

G Lite Wind

G Wool

2830

2831

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, HIKING

MOUNTAINEERING, SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, HIKING, LIFESTYLE

• Fast-drying stretch fleece gloves with a windproof membrane
• Reinforcements on the palm and thumb
• Grip’R pads on middle, ring and little fingers for extra grip
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes and clippable hanging loops

The G Lite Wind is an extremely breathable stretch fleece windproof glove with Grip’R 
patches on the fingers to assist with grip and conductor pads on the thumb and index 
finger to work with touch phones or tablets.

• Knitted wool/nylon blend glove with a soft fleece lining
• Grip’R pads for extra grip
• Conductor pads on the thumb and index finger work with touch phones or tablets
• Elastic wrist leashes 

A modern interpretation of a timeless classic. Wool is a great material for gloves as it 
delivers warmth even when wet. The synthetic elements of nylon are woven into the fabric 
to help maintain the structure and shape of the gloves as they go from wet to dry with use 
over time. Soft fleece lining provides extra warmth and comfort and Grip’R pads improve 
grip.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (L)

g oz

2830 G LITE WIND S-M-L-XL-XXL 105 3.7 1 • • • • •

2831 G WOOL XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL 130 4.6 2 • • • •
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Air Mitt
3068

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING

• Hyperlight insulated mittens that fold away to expose the fingers for technical maneuvers
• Small magnets hold the fold-away flaps in place when opened
• Silicone inserts on the palms for extra grip
• Outer material is lightweight and weather resistant
• Microfleece lining for warmth and comfort
• PrimaLoft® Gold 100 g/m2 insulation on the main body, PrimaLoft® Gold 60 g/m2 

insulation on the palm
• Elastic wrist leashes and buckles for clipping the mittens together
• Carrying bag included

The Air Mitt is a hyperlight insulated mitten designed to give cold-weather aerobic athletes 
the benefits of a mitten while still allowing access to the fingers for technical maneuvers. 
The fingers can be exposed quickly and easily with fold-away flaps. Small magnets hold 
the fold-away flaps in place when they are opened. Lightweight construction uses weather 
resistant nylon and a microfleece lining for warmth and comfort. Silicone inserts on the 
palm for extra grip. Dexterous PrimaLoft® Gold 100 g/m2 insulation on the main body and 
PrimaLoft® Gold 60 g/m2 insulation on the palm for the right amount of warmth when on 
the move.

Tempest Mitt Evo
2989

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM

• Insulated mittens that fold away to expose the fingers and thumb for technical 
maneuvers

• Small magnets hold the fold-away flaps in place when opened
• Open-Close system on the wrist can be operated with one hand – just pull on the Close 

side to snug it up and the Open side to release and open
• Palm is reinforced with synthetic fabric for extra grip and durability
• Outer material is lightweight nylon with WR treatment
• Microfleece lining for warmth and comfort
• PrimaLoft® Gold 200 g/m2 insulation on the main body, PrimaLoft® Gold 100 g/m2 

insulation on the palm, PrimaLoft Gold 160 g/m2 on the thumb
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Elastic wrist leashes and buckles for clipping the mittens together
• Carrying bag included

The Tempest Mitt Evo is a lightweight insulated mitten that allows the fingers and thumb to 
be exposed quickly and easily with fold-away flaps. This brings the benefits of mittens to 
winter athletes who also need their fingers for technical maneuvers. Small magnets hold 
the fold-away flaps in place when they are opened. The outer material is lightweight and 
highly weather resistant and each part of the glove uses insulation that is optimized for the 
specific zone - PrimaLoft® Gold 200 g/m2 insulation on the main body, PrimaLoft® Gold 
100 g/m2 insulation on the palm, PrimaLoft Gold 160 g/m2 on the thumb. The Open-Close 
system on the wrist is easy to operate with one hand – just pull on the Close side to snug 
it up and the Open side to release and open. The palm is reinforced with synthetic fabric 
for good grip and durability and the microfleece lining ensures a high level of warmth and 
comfort. 

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (M)

g oz

3068 AIR MITT S-M-L-XL 105 3.7 4 • • • • • •

2989 TEMPEST MITT EVO S-M-L-XL 150 5.3 4 • • • • • • •
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WINTER GLOVES

Hot Dry Mitt’N

Hotmitt’N

2832

2837

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, MOUNTAINEERING

MOUNTAINEERING, HIGH ALTITUDE, ALPINISM

• Hybrid construction: mitten with separated fingers inside
• DRYZONE® waterproof/breathable membrane for protection from moisture and wind
• PrimaLoft® 133 g/m2 insulation on the main body and PrimaLoft® 100 g/m2 on the palm
• Neoprene wristband with Velcro closure for a snug fit
• Grip’R pads for secure grip
• Reinforcements between the thumb and index finger ensure strength and durability
• Terry wipe on the back of the thumb
• Elastic wrist leashes

The Hot Dry Mit’N is an innovative product featuring hybrid construction with a mitten on 
the exterior and separated fingers on the inside for better comfort and grip. This means it 
delivers a much higher level of thermal performance than a glove but still allows for some 
of the sensitivity and grip we can only get from gloves. The Hot Dry Mit’N is completely 
insulated with PrimaLoft® 133 g/m2 on the main body and 100 g/m2 on the palm and lined 
with the waterproof and breathable DRYZONE® membrane for excellent protection even 
in wet conditions. Leather reinforcements on the palms ensure strength and durability and 
Grip’R inserts provide a secure grip.

• Windproof gloves with premium down insulation
• Soft inner lining further increases warmth
• 3D pre-shaped construction for a precise fit
• Polyurethane palm for extra durability
• Easy Open-Close system on the wrist to lock in warmth
• Complete with stuff sack

Compact insulated mittens designed for high-altitude mountaineering. The Hotmit’n 
features premium down insulation for great warmth and temperature regulation. The 
windproof fabric adds an extra layer of protection against the extreme conditions typical of 
the high peaks. Complete with stuff sack for packability.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (M)

g oz

2832 HOT DRY MITT’N S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL 165 5.8 3 • • • • • • • •

2837 HOTMITT’N S-M-L 245 8.6 4 •
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Summitt’N
2836

MOUNTAINEERING, HIGH ALTITUDE, ALPINISM

• Technical mittens designed to deliver maximum protection from extreme cold and severe 
weather in the mountains

• Simple and secure Open-Close system maximizes thermal insulation and allows the 
mittens to be easily closed and opened at the wrist even while wearing the gloves

• DRYZONE® waterproof and breathable membrane for protection from moisture and wind
• 3D pre-shaped construction for a precise fit
• Soft and supple goatskin palms are grippy and durable
• PrimaLoft® Gold 500 g/m2 on the main body and PrimaLoft® Gold 200 g/m2 on the palm 

for a high level of insulation even in wet conditions

The Summit’N was designed to deliver maximum protection from extreme cold and severe 
weather in the mountains thanks to PrimaLoft® Gold 500 g/m2 on the main body and 
PrimaLoft® Gold 200 g/m2 on the palm and the DRYZONE® membrane that lines the entire 
glove for extra protection from moisture and wind. The palms are reinforced with goatskin 
inserts for good grip and durability. The simple and secure Open-Close system on the cuff 
maximizes thermal insulation by creating a solid seal against the jacket and can be easily 
closed or opened even while wearing gloves.

Drymitt’N
2838

SKI MOUNTAINEERING, ALPINISM, TREKKING

• Waterproof fabric combines with taped seams for maximum protection from moisture
• 3D pre-shaped construction for a precise fit
• Polyurethane palm for extra durability
• Internal silicone patches prevent the mitten from sliding over gloves
• Complete with stuff sack

Compact weatherproof mittens feature taped seams and waterproof fabric to help keep 
warmth in and weather out. The Drymit’N is instrumental in keeping your base gloves or 
mittens dry and warm in wet conditions. Complete with stuff sack for packability.

Ref. Product name Size

Weight / Pair
Size (M)

g oz

2836 SUMMITT’N S-M-L 210 7.4 4 • • • • •

2838 DRYMITT’N S-M-L 130 4.6 0 • •
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Black

Light Blue

Green

Dark Blue

Dark Blue / Light Blue

Green

Green

PROMOTIONALS

Bob Beanie

Joe Beanie

295601 Dark Blue / Fuchsia
295602 Dark Blue / Light Blue

295701 Light Blue
295702 Green

Tom Beanie
295801 Green

Sam Headband
295901 Black
295902 Green

Sid Headband
296002 Dark Blue
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Resting at the foot of the East wall of Mount Cook (3724 m), whose name in the Maori 
language is “Aorak” which means “stand out over the clouds” © Pietro Lamaro
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WARNING! 
Climbing, caving, via ferrata and other “vertical” sports for which CAMP and 
CASSIN products can be used are potentially dangerous. If you use our 
equipment, you are responsible for learning the proper use of the equipment and 
proper climbing techniques, and accept all risk inherent in these activities.
The weights indicated in this workbook may be subject to change due to 
manufacturing tolerance limits, to the integral nature of raw materials used, and 
to climate and storage conditions. Products made of textile and plastic materials 
are more subject to weight variations.
Technical specifications may change without notice.
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Italian girls fight against the storms of the Mezzalama 2019 for a fifth place 
finish, Italy © Stefano Jeantet
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Yann Borgnet during the ascent of the East ridge 
of Totakvirmi, Caucasus, Georgia © Iris Dumas


